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Introduction

Let M be an ^-dimensional complex manifold. We write / for its natural
almost complex structure. Let V be an almost complex affine connection
without torsion on M. A curve c(t) in M is called an H-planner curve with
respect to V if

(0.1) VX = ac'+bjc'

for certain smooth functions a and b. Two almost complex affine connections
V and V7 without torsion are said to be H-projectively equivalent if they have
their //-planner curves in common. From the result of T. Otsuki and Y.
Tashiro, this is equivalent to existence of a 1-form p on M satisfying

(0.2) V*Γ- V'xY = p(X)Y+p(Y)X-P(JX)JY-p(JY)JX

for arbitrary vector fields X and Y ([5], [8]). By an H-projective transforma-
tion of V, we mean a biholomorphic transformation / : M-+M such that /*V
and V are .fiΓ-projectively equivalent. For example, let Pn(C)=L[LQ be the
w-dimensional complex projective space of lines in Cn+1 with the usual con-
nection, where

(0.3) L = SL(n+l,C),

O= t(o u

Then L/(center) is the group of all #-projective transformations.
In the present paper, we shall study ίί-projective equivalence from the

view point of L0-structure of second order, studied by N. Tanaka and T. Ochiai.
In fact, we shall show that Jϊ-projective equivalence of V and V is the same as
Pn(C)-equivalence in [6] and [4] (Theorem 1). Therefore, using their results>

the family {V} of almost complex affine connections without torsion which
are ί/-ρrojectively equivalent to V uniquely determines a Cartan connection a>
of type Pn(C). This enables us to show that the group of all jfiΓ-projective
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transformations of V is a Lie group of finite dimension (Theorem 2). Then
we shall prove that a curve c(t) is an //-planner curve with respect to V if and
only if the development of c(t) into Pn(C) by ω is an //-planner curve in Pn(C)
(Theorem 3).

An //-planner curve c(t) with respect to V is called an H-geodesίc of V if
#=0 and b is a constant in (0.1). An almost complex affine connection V
without torsion is said to be H-complete if any //-geodesic c(t) of V can be
defined for all t^R. When V is the Kaehler connection of a Kaehler metric
ds2, //-completeness of V is equivalent to completeness of ds2 (Theorem 4). An
almost complex affine connection without torsion is said to be of Kaehler type
if its Ricci tensor is hermitian (i.e., symmetric and/-invariant). In this case we
shall show that an //-planner curve c(i) with α=0 in (0.1) is an //-geodesic if
the development of c(t) is an //-geodesic in Pn(C) (Theorem 5). Finally we
shall prove

Theorem 6. Let V and V' be H-complete connections of Kaehler type with
parallel Ricci tensors S and Sf respectively. Suppose that either 5=0 or S has
at least one negative eigenvalue at one point, and that V and V are H-projectίvely
equivalent. Then we have V=V.

When V and V are the Kaehler connections of complete Kaehler metrics
and both S and S' are parallel and negative semi-definite, the above result has
been obtained by S. Ishihara and S. Tachibana [1].

Finally we remark that the present paper has been motivated by the paper
of N. Tanaka on real projective transformations [7].

I would like to express my gratitude to my thesis advisor, Professor T.
Ochiai for his valuable suggestions and encouragement.

NOTATION

Throughout this paper the following standard conventions will be adopted.
R (resp. C) denotes the real (resp. complex) number field. For #eC, Re(s) is
the real part of z. We write Rm (resp. Cm) for the w-dimensional standard real
{resp. complex) vector space. An element of Rm (resp. Cm) is considered as a
column vector. We denote by ely * ,£w the canonical basis of Rm or Cm. For
jc^Rm or Cm, *x denotes the transpose of x. The general linear group acting on
Rm (resp. Cm) and its Lie algebla are denoted, respectively, by GL(m,R) (resp.
GL(my C)) and §((my R) (resp. Ql(m, C)). We write \m for the identity m X m matrix.
For an mxm matrix A, det A denotes the determinant of A.

For a point p of manifold N, Tp(N) is the tangent space to N at p. For a
diίferentiable mapping /, f% and /* are the differential and the codifferential of

j respectively. For a Lie group G, its Lie algebla is written by the corresponding
German letter cj. For a G-principal bundle Q-*M, Rα denotes the right tran-
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slat ion by an element a of G acting on Q. For an element A or g, A* denotes*
the fundamental vector field on Q corresponding to A.

1. //-projective equivalence

Let M be an ^-dimensional manifold. Let us denote by jr(f) the r-frame
at ^>=/(0) given by a diffeomorphism / of a neighborhood of the origin 0 of Rm

onto an open subset of M. The set Gr(m) of r-frames at Oe Rm is a Lie group
with multiplication defined by the composition of jets. The set Fr(M) of r--

frames of M is a principal bundle over M with natural projection nr satisfying
τrr(/(/))=/(0), and with structure group Gr(m). F\M) is nothing but the bundle

of linear frames.
We have a natural inclusion of GL(my R) into Gr(ni), defined by g-*jr(g) for

g^ GL(m, R). In particular GL(m, R) and Gl(m) are isomorphic by this inclu-

sion. We shall identify GL(m, R) with Gl(nί) and consider GL(m, R) as a
subgroup of Gr(m) by this inclusion.

Let / be a diffeornorphism of M onto a manifold N. Then / induces a
bundle isomorphism /(r) : Fr(M)-*Fr(N) defined by

/(W*» =/(/•*) for j'(K)^F'(M).

We have a natural projection v : F2(M)-+F\M) defined by v(j2(f))=jl(f)>
(/(/)<ΞΞF2(M)). A cross-section s: F\M)-+F2(M) is said to be admissible if we

have

s(xa) = s(x)a for ^^^(M) and a(=GL(m,R) .

The JEW (resp. gl(m, Λ))-component of the canonical form Θ on F2(M) (see [2]
for the meaning of terminology) is denoted by θ_ι (resp. Θ0).

Proposition 1 (S. Kobayashi [2]). For an admίssble crosssection s: F\M)-^
F2(M), s*Θ0 is an affine connection on M without torsion. And this defines a one-to-
one correspondence between affine connections on M without torsion and admissible
cross-sections.

Let ul, ,um be a local coordinate system in M, and let y1, •• ,yw be the
natural cooordinate system in Rm. Each 2-frame u (resp. a^G2(m)) has a uni-
que polynomial respresentation Ϊί=j2(f) (resp. a=j2(f)) of the form

(resp.

where ul

jk=ul

kj (resp. «}*=eiy), and/f'(^) is the i-th coordinate off(y) with respect
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to w1, •• ,ww (resp. y1, •• ,ym). We shall consider (#'', w}, w}Λ) (resp. (a}, a^)) as a
local coordinate system in F2(M) (resp. a coordinate system in G2(m)). In the
same way, a local coordinate system (#', ufi in F\M) and a coordinate system
(#}) in G^TW) are defined. The action of G2(nί) on F2(M) is then given by

<1.1) (ii', u}y u}k) (a], a'jk) = (tf, Σ *X> Σ «ί*

Let s be the cross-section corresponding by Proposition 1 to an affine connection
V without torsion. Then the local expression of s is

(1.2) s(ui

) u}) = («', «J, -Σ MjΓί^i),

where Γ^/ are the ChristoίfeΓs symbols of V with respect to ul, ,um ([2]).
Let L and LQ be as in (0.3). We shall consider L0/(center) as a subgroup of

G\n) as follows. Let π: Cn+1-{Q}-+Pn(C) be the Hopf fibering. Identify-

ing the subset

of Pn(C) with Cn=R2n, αeL0 can be considered as a local diffeomorphism
Of R2n leaving the origin 0 of R2n fixed. Here Cn is identified with R2n by the

•correspondence (zl, ••.;z*)dC*^(x\ ~ ,xn,y\ —,yn)^R2n, zi=oci+\/'—ϊy\ xi

ίy
i

eΛ, ί=l, , ,w. It can be easily verified that j2(a)=id if and only if a is the
identity transformation of L/L0. Hence L0/(center) can be identified with the

^group of 2-jets \f(a) \ a^L0}. By a straightforward computation we have

Lemma 1.1. The expression of

a — ( ° J (mod center) ^LQ/(center)

-as an element of G2(n) is given by (δj , a'jk) with

where

(0 -1

k-th component of v^C"=R2n.

Let us denote the Lie algebras of L and L0 by I and I0 respectively.
Subalgebras g_ι, g0 and QJ of I are defined, respectively, as follows:
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In the following, g_! and, gx are identified, respectively, with Cn and its dual
space (Cn)*. And g0 is identified with gϊ(#, C) by the correspondence

/* 0
\0 A

Therefore we can consider GL(n,C) as a subgroup of L0/(center) by the injection

/(det BYlfn+l 0 \
BΪΞ GL(n, €)-»( Q fi)- V.+IB) (mod center)eZ0/(center)

Put Zq^exp g L. Then

(1.4) L0/(center)=GL(«, CJ Li (semi-direct).

For the remainder of this section we suppose that M is a complex manifold
of complex dimension n. Let V be an almost complex aίfine connection without
torsion on M and let γ be its connection form on the bundle C(M) of complex
linear frames. By Proposition 1 there exists an admissible cross-section /: Fl(M)
-*F2(M) corresponding to V Let L denote the inclusion map C(M) into Fl(M).
Then s=l ι is an imbedding of C(M) into F2(M) such that 5*00=^7 and ί(Λ?α)

=s(x)a for x^C(M) and a^GL(n,C). Thus C(M) can be considered as a
GLίn, C)-subbundle of F2(M). The group extension of C(M) to L0/(center)

with respect to (1.4) will be denoted by £?(V).

Theorem 1. Let Vi and Vz be two almost complex affine connections without

torsion. Then Vi and Va ore H-prόjectively equivalent if and only if Q(VI)=

Proof. Let zA=xA+V—l xA+n, A—\, •••,/&, be a complex local coordinate
system in an open subset U of M. We define the natural almost complex stuc-

ture / on M by

J(djdxA) = djdxA+n

9J(djQxA+n) = -djdxA, A=l, ,n.

It follows from (1.2) that the injections

*: C(M) -> 0(Vι) and s2: C(M) -> 0(v2)

corresponding respectively to Vi and Va are expressed as follows:
2n

-Σm,ι=ι
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2w

S2(Xl, Xj) = (X1, X}, — 2.1 Xj (Γ2)wΛ) >

where (Γ\)L/ and (Γ2)L/ are respectively the ChristoffeΓs symbols of Vi and V2

with respect to xl, ••',xn,xn+1, * ,x2n. Note that (x\ δy)eC(M).
Assume that Q(^f

1)=Q(^2). Then there exists a C°°-map a: C/->L0 such
that

By the above formulas for local expression of sλ and $2, we see that ΛJ=δy.
This means a(U)dL1.
By (1.1) we have

It follows from Lemma 1.1 that there exist real functions pί9 •• ,p2» such that

Let/j be the local expression of/ with respect to ac1, « ,Λ^Λ, then jrj=φj. Thus
we obtain

(i.6) (ΓOk-CΓO}, = δjpi+βίpy-^yjp jι-Σ/iip Jj
This shows that (p, ) is a 1-form. Thus Vi and Vz are ΐf-projectively equivalent
(cf. the definition in Introduction).

Conversely assume that Vi and Va are ίί-projectively equivalent, i.e.9 Vi
and V2 are related by the formula (1.6). Define α=(δ}, a}k)&Lι by (1.3).

Then (1.5) holds. Thus we see β(Vι)=δ(V2). q.e.d.

Let V be an almost complex affine connection without torsion and let
s: C(M)-*Q(V) be the cross-section corresponding to V For a biholomorphic
transformation/: Λf->Λf, define an admissible cross-section s': C(M)-*F\M) by
ί/=(/(2))"1 ί /(1). Since /(2) leaves Θ invariant, sf is the admissible cross-sec-

tion corresponding to v'=/*V. Thus we have /(2)(β(V/))=0(V) Therefore
ρ(V)=ρ(Vθ if and only if /(2)(0(V))=jS?(V). Applying Corollary 11-1 in [4]
to our case, we obtain

Theorem 2. Let V be an almost complex affine connection without torsion.
Then the group of all H-projective transformations of V is a Lie group of finite
dimension.

2. The development of an //-planner curve with respect to a Cartan
connection of type Pn(C)

Let M be a manifold of dimension n, G a Lie group, K a closed subgroup
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of G with dim G/K=n and Q a principal bundle over M with structure group
K. A G/K-Cartan connection in the bundle Q is a 1-form ω on Q with values
in the Lie algebra cj of G satisfying the following conditions:

i) R*ω=Ad(h-l)ω, h(ΞK

ii) ω(A*)=A, A<=ΐ
iii) ω(ΛΓ)φO for, every nonzero vector X of Q.

A G/.SΓ-Cartan connection is said to be a PM(C)-Cartan connection when G=
L/(center) and jSΓ=L0/(center), L and Z0 being as in (0.3).

Let P be the group extension of Q to G, i.e., P=QXκG Then a Cartan
connection ω inQ can be uniquely extended to a connection form on P, denoted
by ω. Let c(t) be a curve in M and let z(t)^P be a horizontal lift of c(t) with
respect to ώ such that #(0)e£λ Then there exists a curve a(ί)^G such that
#(*)<2(£)e£λ The development £*(*) of c(t) at <r(0) by ω is defined by

where 0 denotes the origin of G\K ([3]). We shall often identify c*(t) with
the curve a(t)O^G/K.

We shall consider the case when G=L/(center) and jf£=Z,/0(center), L
and L0 being as in (0.3). We call a curve c(t) in Pn(C) a projective line if there
exists a 2-dimensional complex subspace IF of Cn+1 such that £(Z)e7r(ϊ^—
(0)). Let M be an ^-dimensional complex manifold with an almost complex
affine connection V without torsion. Let us denote by θ the canonical form on
C(M) and by γ the connection form on C(M) corresponding to V- We see
in Section 1 that V gives rise to a .fiΓ-structure jζ)(V) of second order, i.e., K-
subbundle of F2(M), and the injection s: C(M)->£)(V). We know that there
exists a Cartan connection ω on jQ(V) satisfying

(2.1) ί*ω_i = θ and s*ω0 = 7 ,

where ω_ : and ω0 are respectively g.i-component and g0-component of ω.
We shall prove

Proposition 2.1. L ί̂ V ί# ^^ almost complex affine connection on a complex
manifold M and let ω be any Cartan connection on j?(V) satisfying (2.1). Then,
a curve in M is H-planner if and only if its development with respect to ω is a
projective line.

This follows directly from following Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3.

Lemma 2.1. Let c(t) be a curve in M and let x(t) be a horizontal lift of
c(f) in C(M). Define v(t) <Ξ Cn by

(2.2) c'(t) = x(t)v(t)
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Then

(2.3) VX = ac'+bjc'

for certain smooth functions a and b if and only if

(2.4) v(t) = exp (\t(a(t)+ V^ϊ b(t))dt)v(0) .
Jo

Proof. From the difinition of covariant derivative, we obtain

V/ωc'(*) = x(t)v'(t) .

By (2.2),

a(ty(ί)+b(f)Jc'(ί) = x(t) (a(t)+V^Ϊ b(t))v(t) .

Therefore (2.3) holds if and only if

(2.5) v'(t) = (a(t)+V^ϊb(t))v(t).

We have (2.4) if and only if (2.5) holds. q.e.d.

Let c(t) be a regular curve in M and let x(t) (resp. z(t) with #(0)=s(#(0))) be
a horizontal lift of c(t) in C(M) (resp. P) with respect to V (resp. ω). Choose
a curve a(t)^L satisfying

(2.6) *(ί)KO] = *(*(0),«(0)=lΛ+1)

where [a(i)] denotes the image of a(t) by the natural projection L->L/(center).
We may assume that a(t) is smooth since the center of L is discrete. We shall
denote the (^4+l)-th column vector of a(t) by aA(f) (Q^A^ri).

Lemma 2.2. aQ(i), a^ί) and a^^t) are linearly dependent for each t if
and only if c(t) is H-planner.

Proof. Differentiating both sides of (2.6), we obtain

Hence we have

(2.7) a(ty V(ί) = ω(

Let ωi (Q^A, B<ίri) denote the (A+l, .B+lJ-component of
From (2.7) we obtain

Hence
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Since x(t) is horizontal with respect to V> we have

ωg = 0 and ωi = 0

Thus we obtain

(2.8) 00' =

(2.9) β," = Σ a0S>°kω
k

0+± a .
t-i *=ι dt

Now suppose that βoOO> αo'(0 and βo"(0 are linearly dependent for each t.
Then there exist functions f(t), g(t) and h(t) such that

(2.10) fa0+ga0'+haQ

f' = 0

and l/l + lίl + | A | Φ θ .

Substituting (2.8) and (2.9) in (2.10), we have

(f(t)+h(t) Σ ώ^)α0+Σ (g(t)S>'0+h(tf^}aj = 0 .

Since Λ0(0»αι(0> *">a«W are unearly independent, this is equivalent to the
following:

— = ° f°r

Since c7(ί)ΦO, we have ώ^φO for a certain integer / (l^ί ^w). Hence
for each t. Putting

F(t)=-g(t)lh(t),

we obtain

which shows that F is a diίferentiable function. Hence

(2.11)

i.e.,
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Therefore if follows from Lemma 2.1 that c(t) is //-planner. Taking the steps

backwards, it is now easy to prove the converse.

Lemma 2.3. aQ(t), aQ'(t) and «0"(0
 are linearly dependent for each t if and

only if there exists a 2-dimensional complex subspace W of Cn+1 in which a0(t) is

contained for every t.

Proof. First note that a0 and aQ' are linearly independent for each t. This

follows from formula (2.8), because ωoΦO for a certain integer k(\^k^n)

and aQ(t), aι(t), ,an(t) are linearly independent for each t. Let I

be the (^4+l)-th component of a0 and define an (n+l)x3 matrix B by

/*„ v *0"\
B \ b , V V'

We may assume that in an open interval U containing t=t0

Now suppose that #0, aj and ajr are linearly dependent. Since rank B=2,

bj(j=2,3, ,ri) are solutions of the following ordinary linear differential equation

of second order :

A, V V'\
det U V V' =0.

\x x' x" )

It follows that there exist constants ajt βj 0=2, •••,«) such that

Thus we obtain

This shows that a0(t) (ίe Ϊ7) is contained in the 2-dimensional complex sub-

space W of Cn+l spanned by
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a

We shall see that such a 2-dimensional subspace is independent of the choice of

t0. In fact, suppose that there exists a 1-dimensional subspace V of Cn+1 such
that a0(t)GV for every t in a certain open interval V contained in U. This

contradicts (2.12). The proof for the converse is trivial. q.e.d.

EXAMPLE 2.1. S=Sf7(w+l,C)/(center) acts transitively on Pn(C) in a

natural manner. Let H be the isotropy subgroup of S at

Since each /e S is a transformation of Pn(C) and a neighborhood of 0 in Pn(C)

is identified with a neighborhood of 0 in R2n in a natural way, the l-jetj'Jf/) can
be considered as a 1 -frame of Pn(C) at/(0). The set of all 1 -frames thus obtained

defines an ίf-subbundle of the bundle C(Pn(C)) of complex linear frames, which
may be identified with the bundle S over Pn(C). L and L0 being as in (0.3), let

G and K denote L/(center) and L0/(center) respectively. Then the set of all

2-frames {/1(/)|<ΞG} defines a Jf-subbundle of F2(Pn(C))> and this can be

identified with the bundle G over Pn(C). The Maurer-Cartan form ω of G

is a G/X -Cartan connection in G. Define an injection s: C(P"(C))-*F2(Pn(C))

by s(xa)=t(x)a for #e5 and a^GL(n, C), i being the inclusion map of S

into G. Then the bundle G is the group extension of C(Pn(CJ) by s to the

group K. The 1-form s*ω|g0 on C(Pn(C)), restriction of values of s*ω to the

Lie algebra cj0 of GL(w,C), corresponds to the Kaehler connection V on the sym-
metric space Pn(C)—S/H. Thus ω is a Cartan connection corresponding to

V and, in fact, ω is the normal Cartan connection (see section 4 for the meaning
of terminology) [4]. ω can be uniquely extended to a connection form ώ on

the bundle Gx^G over Pn(C). A horizontal lift of a curve c(t)=a(t)Q(ΞPn(C)
(α(ί)eG) with respect to ώ is z(t)^a(t) a(tyla(ϋ)<=Gx KG. In fact, noting that

belongs to the subbundle G, we have by the definition of ω

= Ad(a(Q)-1a(t))ώ(RM -ι

= Ad(a(OΓa(t)) (a(tΓa\t)+(a(tΓYa(t)) = 0 .

Here we may assume a(t) is locally differentiable, since z(f) is independent of
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the choice of a(t)<=G. Thus c*(t)=a(Q)-la(t)Q&Pn(C) is the development of
c(t) with respect to ω.

Applying Proposition 2.1 to the case when M=Pn(C), we obtain

Corollary 2Λ. A curve in Pn(C) is H-planner if and only if it is aprojective
line.

By Proposition 2.1 and Corollary 2.1 we have

Theorem 3. The assumptions and notation being as in Proposition 2.1, a
curve in M is H-planner if and only if its development with respect to ω is H-
planner.

3. HΓ-completeness

We have defined an ίf-geodesic and ίf-completeness in Introduction. In
this section we shall prove the following:

Theorem 4. Let M be a connected Kaehler manifold with a Kaehler metric
g and let V be the Kaehler connection ofg. Then H-completeness of V is equivalent
to completeness of g.

Proof. Completeness of g follows from //-completeness of V since
a geodesic of g is clearly an ff-geodesic of V Assume that g is complete.
Let c(t) 0^ί<L be an ίf-geodesic, i.e.,

(3.1) VX = bjc' b: constant.

We shall show that this //-geodesic can be extended beyond L. Let x(t) be a
horizontal lift of c(f) in the unitary frame bundle with respect to g. We can
choose such a horizontal lift because V is the Kaeler connection of g. Then

c'(t)=x(t)v(t), where v(t)=exp (V^ϊ bt)v(0) by Lemma 2.1. Let {tk} be an
infinite sequence such that tk-*L (&->o°). Then

d(c(tk\c(tί))< \Ϋg(c'(t\ c'(ί)dt\
Jtk

= !**-*/! Kθ)|,

where d denotes the distance function defined by g and |z>(0)| denotes the
usual norm of v(ϋ) in Cn. This shows that {c(tk)} is a Canchy sequence in
M with respect to d and hence converges to a point, say p. The limit point is
independent of the choice of a sequence {tk} converging to L. Let a;1,̂ 2, « ,Λ^n

be a local coordinate system in a relatively compact coordinate neighborhood U
of p. The local expression of (3.1) in U is

dx> dxk ytdxj
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The exists a positive number δ such that {c(s)\L—δ^£<L} CΪ7. Since the
length of cf is constant, {dxJldt(s)\L—δ<s<L} are bounded. It follows
from (3.2) that {\d2xj/dt2(s)\ \L—S<s<L} are also bounded, and less than a
constant N. Let {sk} be an infinite sequence such that sk-^>L (&-»°°). Then

dxj

 f N dxj f
dt ™ dt ί:;fΛ

This shows that {dx3ldt(sk)} is a Cauchy sequence in R, hence converges to a
real number. The limit is independent of the choice of a sequence {sk} con-
verging to L. Since c(t) and dx^dt converge when t->L, the solution of (3.2)
can be extended beyond L. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.

4. A connection of Kaehler type

In this section we shall prove a certain property of a connection of Kaehler
type defined in Introduction. The result will be used to prove Theorem 5
and Theorem 6 in the following sections.

Let V be an almost complex aίfine connection without torsion on a com-
plex manifold M of complex dimension n. And let Q and s: C(M)->Q be the
corresponding L0/(center)-structure and the injection. We know that there
exists a P*(C)-Cartan connection ω satisfying (2.1) for any almost complex
affine connection without torsion which is ίί-projectively equivalent to V
([4]). Define a subspace Hq of the tangent space Tq(Q) at q^Q by

H, = {Xe Tq(Q) \ ω,(X) = 0, «,(*) = 0} .

Then ω_ :: Hq— »g_1 is a linear isomorphism. Put

Ω = dω-\-[ω, ω]/2 .

Decompose Ω into Ω^Ω.iΘΩoΦΩi, Ω_ι, Ω0 and flj being g_r, g0- and gx-
components of Ω respectively. Let {^ί}ί=ιf2, f2» be a real basis of g_! and let
{#'} be its dual basis in QI with respect to the Killing-Cartan form B of & which
is non-singular on g^Xg^ Choose X^Hq such that ω^1(Xi)=vi. We shall
call ω a Pn(C)-nomal Cartan connection if Ω0 satisfies

Σ z^JίXi, Y) = 0 at each point q e g.

If w^2, there exists uniquely a PM(Cf)-normal Cartan connection ([4]).
For the PΛ(C)-normal Cartan connection, define Ex\ g.i-^gi (x^C(M)) by

(4.1) E,(θ(Y)) = s*ωι(Y) YeT,(C(M)).

E, is well-defined. In fact, if ^I(F)=0, there exists ^4egϊ (n,C) such that
Y=(A*)X. Hence
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(r*ωι) (F) = ̂ (Λ*),) = ωι((A*)sω) = 0 .

Let us denote by Cp'q (— l^p^3) the set of all gA_rvalued ^-skew-sym-

metric multilinear form on Q_ly where g_2={0} and g2=
={0}. Define d: Cp'q-+

C*-1 «+1 by

,JV«eβ_ι And define d* : Cp q-*Cp+l *-1 by

(d*c) (yi, — ,>v-ι) = Σ [*', c(Vi,yι, ••
=

j>ι, "Ό^-i^S-i' where {̂  } denotes a basis of g_! and {#'} denotes the dual basis
of {^/} in Q! with respect to the Killing-Cartan form B of 8.

We shall denote by S the Ricci tensor field of V Define Sx: Q_ι X Q^-^R
and Tx: g_ι->9ι for x<=C(M) by

*?,,.(«,, ϊ;) = S(xu, xv) and

(4.2) B(Γιr(«),ι;) = 1S,(«,β)

respectively. Then

(4.3) Γ, = -rf*<ίff, ([4]) .

For ^eg! and #eg_ι we shall denote by <X τ;> the real part of zv.

Lemma 4.1. Let V be a connection of Kaehler type on an n-dίmensional
complex manifold (n ̂ 2) . Then

<Ex(u\ vy = -S(xu, xv)/2(n+l)

or equivalently

Ex(u)v=-{S(xu, xv}- V^ϊ S(xuJxv}}β(n+\) .

In particular, Ex(v)v is real valued.

Proof. We write E for Ex for simplicity. From the definition of the
Killing-Cartan form of S, we obtain

(4.4) B(X, F)/4(n+l) = Re (the trace of XY),

for X, FeS. Hence we consider S as a real Lie algebra. Since {^,/4(w+l),

— \/ — 1 f£, /4(Λ+l)}i=ι,2," .» is the dual basis of gx corresponding to a real basis

{ei9 v7 — 1 £,-},•=!, •••,„ of g_! with respect to B, we have

(4.5) d*dE(v)
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= Σ T^ΓΓ, {['*„ fc, E(v)]-[v, E(eϊJΆ
=ι4(«+l)

+[-v/=Ttβi, [\/=ΐ eh E(v)

On the other hand, for v^Q_ly z^Qi and

[v, z\ = vz+(zv)ln ,

[z, A] = zA .

Applying these formulas to (4.5), we obtain

(4.6) rf*^(β) = —±— Σ {2^(z;)+2'ê (I;)ei-( î̂ (e1.)+
ί

e, £:(̂ .)ί'
τ"V^ r - L j l-1

^Ϊ et)v} .

By virtue of (4.2), (4.3), (4.4) and (4.6),

(4.7) -Sx(u, v) = 2(«

-l 'e.-^V-l e,)u, z;> .

Since 5, is symmetric, we have by (4.7)

(4.8) <£(«), o> = <£(*),«> for any n

Put z/=e^ and f=e4 in (4.7). Then we obtain

-S,(*., ek) =

Thus, by (4.8)

(4.9) -5,̂ , β4) = 2a<E(eJ)ί

Analogously, we have

(4.10) -SJ(V=Ϊ ejf V=ϊ ek) = 2n<V=ϊ E(V=Ϊ e .), .

(4.11) -5,(βy> V=T *4) = 2fK^(β>), v/=ϊ eί>-2<£(v/^ϊ e .),

(4.12) -5,(V=Ϊ e ., βt) =

Since 5(ey, e*)=5(\/-l βy, V-l e»), (4.9) and (4.10) give

Since n^2 by assumption, we have

(4.13)
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In a similar fashion, (4.11) and (4.12) give

(4. 14) <E(e}), N/=T «„>

By virtue of (4.13) and (4.14),

Applying this to (4.7), we obtain

-Sf(u,v) = 2

The second formula in Lemma 4.1 is now easy to show, because the imaginary

part of E(u)v is — <£"(#), V — 1 v>. This completes the proof of Lemma 4.1.

5. The development of an /f-geodesic with respect to the PM(C)-
normal Cartan connection

Let V be a connection of Kaehler type on a complex manifold M. Let
us denote by {v} the family of almost complex affine connections without
torsion which are ίί-projectively equivalent to V- We see in Section 4 that
{V} determines uniquely a PM(C)-normal Cartan connection. We shall prove

Proposition 5.1. Assume that the development of a curve c(f) with respect
to the normal Cartan connection is contained in π( W — {0} ) for a 2-dimensίonal
real subspace W of Cn+1. Then, under a certain change of parameter, c(t) is an
H-geodesic.

Proof. By Theorem 3 c(t) is an //-planner curve. Hence c(t) satisfies
τjc'c'=acf -\-bJc' for cetrin real functions a and b. Define a curve c by

(5.0) t(T) = c(t), T = ί'exp (\'a(t)dt))dt .
Jo Jo

Then we have

y~/c' = bjc' , b: a real function.

Since c(t) satisfies the assumption of Proposition 5.1, we may assume V/^'—
bjc*. Let x(t) be a horizontal lift in C(M). Then by Lemma 2.1,

cf(t) = x(t) (exp V^ϊ Γ bdί)v ,
Jo

v being a certain vector in Cn. This is equivalent to

dθ(af(t))ldt = V^ bθ(x'(t)) .

Here θ denotes the canonical form on C(M). The notation being as in Lemma
2.2, put
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/(O = - Σ

By the definition of Et(f): 8-ι-*βι given in (4.1), we see

(5.1)

It follows from Lemma 4.1 that f(t) is a real- valued function. Let a(t) be as in
(2.6). Then by (2.8) and (2.9) in Lemma 2.2, we have

(5.2) <W^

Let Cι and c2 be the solutions of

(5.3) c"-V^

with initial values, respectively,

fCl(0) = l ίc2(0) = 0

W 0 = 0 U'0 = 1 .(0) = 0 '(0)

Then

Let W be a 2-dimensional real subspace of CM+1 such that

Since ^(0)=! and <:2(0)=0,

So there exists a constant ίeC*=C— {0} such that

Therefore we may assume

Lemma 5.1. Tλere ί̂ίί α differentίable function h such that

in an open interval U in which
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Proof of Lemma 5.1. Let

*ι = ϋ > * = (a } (a°^C,\0/ \<2/

be a basis of W. Putting

Λve have d=z(u1eι+u2&) for certain real valued functions uλ and z/2, and a complex
Ύalued non-zero function z. z/2φO follows from the assumption £2ΦO. We only
have to put h=l/zu2 to complete the proof.

By Lemma 5.1 we see that h(tQ)d(tQ) and el for ί0e U is a basis of W. So

for certain real-valued functions A and jB. Hence

= AIBh(t,}c2(tQ)+Cl(tQ)lc2(tQ) .

Put

<5.4) D = c,\c2, G = ^/5 and ΛΓ = \lh(t.)c2(tQ] .

Then

<5.5) Z)' - G'K

Lemma 5.2. L ί̂ Z) be as in (5.4) #m/ let U be an open interval in which
. Then

(5.6)

Proof of Lemma 5.2. Since ^ is a solution of (5.3), i.e., c±'—\/ — I bci

l=Q9 substituting Ci=Dc2 in this equation, we have D"c2-{-(2c2— V — 1 bc2)D'
=0. Hence

D"+(2c2'/c2-V-l b)D' = 0

Solving this equation on ZX, we obtain (5.6). This completes the proof of
Lemma 5.2.

By (5.5) and (5.6) we have

Put KID'(tQ) (c2(t0))2=l exp (V^T i/r), ^2=r2 exp (x/11! Θ2\ where /, ψ, r2 and
β2 are real functions. Then
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exp {V-ϊ (-202+Γ 6Λ-ψ)} = GΊ(rtf.
Jίo

Since G', / and r2 are continuous real functions, we have

(5.7) -202+ Γ ftΛ—ψ = 0 (mod π).
Jt0

Differentiating (5.7), we obtain

(5.8) 02' = ft/2 .

Let

(5.9) c2 = r2txp(V-l Θ2)

be the expression by polar coordinates. Since c2 is a solution of (5.3), i.e.,

c2"—\/ — I bc2+fc2=09 putting (5.9) in this equation, we have

exp(v/-l Θ2) {(r2"-r2(θ2'Y+br2θ2'+fr2)+V-l (2r2'θ2'+r2θ2"-br2')} = 0.

Hence

(5.10) 2r2'θ2'+r2θ2"-br2' = 0 .

Substituting (5.8) in (5.10), we obtain r2b2=0. Since r2ΦO, we have ft'=0.
This holds in an open interval in which ^^O. However, since c2 is a solution of
an ordinary linear differential equation of second order, the zero points of c2

are discrete. Thus b is constant, namely c(ΐ) is an //-geodesic. This completes
the proof of Proposition 5.1.

Proposition 5.2. Let v be a connection of Kaehler type whose Rica tensor
is parallel, and let c(t) be an H-geodesic with respect to V under a certain change
of parameter. Then there exists a 2-dimensional real subspace W of Cn+1 such
that the development of c(t) with respect to the normal Carton connection is con-
tained in π(W—{0}).

Proof. We may assume that c(t) is an ίf-geodesic, since existence of such

a 2-dimensional real subspace W of Cn+1 as above is independent of the choice of
a parameter. Let x(t) be a horizontal lift in C(M). Then, by Lemma 2.1,.

cT(t) = x(t) exp (V — 1 bt)v , v e Cn

Since c(t) is an Jϊ-geodesic, ft is a real constant. The notation being as in the
proof of Proposition 5.1, we have

Lemma 4.1 shows that / is a real constant, because the Ricci tensor of V is
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parallel. We shall denote this constant by — k. Let cλ and c2 be the solutions of

with initial values, respectively,

ι(0) = l ί^(0) = 0

L'(0) = 0 W(0) = 1.(0) = 0 (0)

Then

» =f)\CV/

We only have to prove existence of a 2-dimensional real subspace W of Cn+l

satisfying π(aQ(t))C.π(W— {0}). Since b and k are real constants, the solutions
Cι and c2 can be obtained explicitly as follows:

i) IfZ)=-i24-4£φO, then

exp (v/Z:ϊ **/2) tt"^""1 6+x/5) eχP

exp(-VZ>*/2)} ,

c2 = exp (V—1 btβ) {exp

ii) If — δ2+4/&—0 and &ΦO, then

<?! = (-v/^ Aί/2) exp (V^ί bt/2)+exp (V^ϊ btβ),

c2 = t exp (N/—1 btβ).

iii) If i=0 and k=Q, then

Thus we can choose a real basis {a, β} of £F as follows:
i) If/)>0, then

Tft+P\
2

V '

because

π(a0(t)) = rί exp (——-Π#+exp

iy IfD<0, then

/Z) \

o ) β =

because
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π(aQ(t)) = πίcos I ' Λ~ t]a+V— I sin

ii) If D=Q and &ΦO, then

because
π(a0(t)) = π(ta+β).

iii) If b=Q and k=Q, then

q.e.d.

From Propositions 5.1 and 5.2 follows

Corollary 5.1. Let V be a connection of Kaehler type whose Ricci tensor
is parallel. Then a curve c(t) is an H-geodesic with respect to V under a certain
change of parameter if and only if there exists a 2-dimensional real subspace W
of Cn+1 such that the development of c(t) with respect to the normal Cartan
connection is contained in π(W— {0}).

We have detailed the development of a curve in Ptt(C) in Example 2.1.
Applying Corollary 5.1 to M=Pn(C), we obtain

Corollary 5.2. A curve c(t) in Pn(C) is an H-geodesic under a certain
change of parameter if and only if there exists a 2-dimensional real subspace W
of Cn+1 such that c(t) is contained in π(W— {0}).

By Proposition 5.1 and Corollary 5.2 we have

TheoremS. Let V be a connection of Kaehler type. Then a curve c(t)
is an H-geodesic with respect to V under a certain change of parameter, if the
development of c(t) with respect to the normal Cartan connection is an H-
geodesic in Pn(C).

6. Proof of Theorem 6

In this section we shall prove Theorem 6.

Lemma 6.1. Let cl and c2 be the solutions of the following differential
equation

(6.1) u"—V — 1 buf—ku — 0

with initial conditions

(6.2) ^(0) = 1, <:/(<)) = 0 and C2(ϋ) = 0, c2'(0) = 1 ,
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where b and k are real constants. Then we have the following :

a) If -&2+4&>0, then |lim c2lc1\ = 1/x/TΓ.
/->«»

b) If — δ2+4&<0, then lim £2/£ι does not exist.

c) // -b2+4k=Q and &ΦO, then |lim c2lcί\=ll\/'k.
t+*>

d) // b=0 and k=0, then lim c1jc2=0.
/->-<»

Proof. We have obtained the solutions cλ and c2 explicitly in the proof of
Proposition 5.2. Lemma 6.1 follows directly from these results. q.e.d.

For the remainder of this section, let V be an /f-complete connection of
Kaehler type on a complex manifold M whose Ricci tensor S is parallel. Let
£)(V) and s:C(M)->j2(v) be, as explained in Section 2, the L0/(center)-structure
and the injection corresponding to V respectively. Let Ex: g_i-^
be as in (4.1). Define a subset ΦEχ of Pn(C) by

(6.3) ΦEχ = π^Pn(C)\ - \v»\2+Ex(v)v = 0,

Lemma 6.2. Let c(t) and x(t) be an H-geodesic of V and its horizontal
lift in C(M) respectively. Put x=x(Q). And let a(t)^L be as in (2.6). If
lim a(t)Q existsy it belong to ΦEχ.ί+°°

Proof. By Lemma 2.1

^(0^^)epx((V(ίXφ,
Jo

for a certain function F and a vector v^Cn. We see by the definition of an

ΐf-geodesic F(t)=\/τ::ϊ b, b being a constant. Thus 0(#'(*))=exp (V^ί bt)v.
On the ohter hand, by Lemma 4.1 and by the assumption that the Ricci tensor
field is parallel, we easily see that Ex(t)(u)w is constant for any u and ZU^Q_I.
Thus f(t)=—Ex(t)(v)v in (5.1) is a constant, which we shall denote by —k.

Let aQ denote the first column vector of a(t). Then by (5.2) aQ is the solution

of

a0"-V-lba0'-ka0 = 0

with initial conditions

/ 1 \

«o(0)= T . «o'(0) =
\ ό /

Let Cι and c2 be the solutions of (6.1) with initial conditions (6.2), then

PI®« «H)^c2(ί)v/
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Thus

a(t)0 = π(aQ(t)) = π( 1.

Lemma 6.2 now follows from Lemma 6.1 and the definition of ΦEχ in (6.3). q.e.d*

Lemma 6.3. For any ϋ^ΦEχ, there exists a geodesic c(i) with c(Q)=πl(x)
such that

lim a(t)0 = v ,

a(t) being defined in (2.6).

Proof. By the definition of ΦEχ,

v =

for some v°^C and v^Cn with — \v°\2+Ex(v)v=0. In the case when

Ex(v)v>0, take a geodesic with initial conditions ^(0)=^^), c'(G)=x(vlvQ)»
Then by the same argument as in Lemma 6.2,

where cλ and c2 are the solutions of u"—ku=Q (k=Ex(v/vQ)vlvQ) with initial
conditions (6.2). By i) with ό=0 in the proof of Proposition 5.2,

lim c2lc, = l/\/ k = I ϋ°| lVEx(v)v = 1 .
/-> oo

Thus we have

im 0(ί)0 = π(V V
->«» \ v /

lim

In the case when Ex(v)v=Q, i.e., v°—0, take a geodesic with initial conditions.
c(G)=π\x\ c'(Q)=xv. Then by the same argument as above

(6.5)

where cλ and c2 are solutions of w//=0 with initial conditions (6.2). By d) ia
Lemma 6.1,

lim cλ\c2 = 0 .

Hence

/ x
im 0(*)0 = rί ).
->«» \ ^ /
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This completes the proof of Lemma 6.3.
Define a subset Φ(p) of Q(v)xLQP"(C) for p<=M by Φ(ρ)=s(x)ΦEχ with

7r\x)=p. This is independent of the cohice of x^C(M).
Let V be another ίf-complete connection of Kaehler type on M whose

Ricci tensor S is parallel. Then s: C(M)->0(V), Ex: fl-i-^fli, Φ^CPΛ(C)
and Φ(p) can be defined in the same way as above. Assume that V is H-pro-
jectively equivalent to V Then £)(v)=j2(V) by Theorem 1. Further we
obtain the following:

Lemma 6.4. Φ(ρ)=Φ(ρ).

Proof. Let q* be an arbitrary element in Φ(p). Then, by Lemma 6.3,
there exists a geodesic c(t) with respect to V such that the limit point of its
development is q*. By Proposition 5.2 and Corollary 5.1 we see that c(t) is an
//-geodesic of V under a certain change of parameter. Taking into considera-
tion (5.0) which shows how to change parameter, we have #*eΦ(p) by lemma
6.2. Thus Φ(p)<Ξ.Φ(p) In a similar fashion we have Φ(p)dΦ(p), and the
proof is complete.

In view of (1.4) we can define F: C(M)->Q1 by s(x)=s(x) exp (F(x)). Then
we have

Lemma 6.5. « Y) e C x TP(M) satisfies

(A) \v«\2+Sp(Y,Y)/2(n+l) = Q

if and only if it satisfies

(B) I v»- F(y)v 1 2+S,( Y, Y)/2(n+ 1) = 0 ,

for y^ C(M) and v^Cn such that Y=yv.

Proof. Lemma 4.1 shows that (A) (resp. (B)) is equivalent to

/A
(6.6) a^

(6.7)

We have by Lemma 6.4

<6.8) exp (-F(y))ΦEy = ΦEy

Since

v° —F(y)v\

. )'

<A) is equivalent to (B) by (6.6), (6.7) and (6.8). q.e.d.
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Proof of Theorem 6. Let p be an arbitrary point in M. In the case when.

, SP(Y, Γ)<0 for some Y^TP(M). Choose v°<=R such that

(6.9) (vJ+Sp(Y,Y)/2(n+l) = Q.

Then we have also

(6.10) (v°)2+Sp(- Y, - Y)/2(n+l) = 0 .

Applying Lemma 6.5 to (6.9) and (6.10), we obtain

lv*-F(y)v\2+sp(Y9 Y)/2(n+l) = 0

I v»+F(y)v 1 2+S,(- y, - Y}β(n+ 1) - 0

for y^ C(M) and we CM such that Y=yv. By these two formulas Re(F(y)v)=Q*

On the other hand, the set

is open in g_ τ . Thus the /2-linear map L: gr^Λ defined by L(v)=Re(F(y)v)

is zero. Since F(y)v= Re(F(y)v)— v737! Re^^x/^ ̂ ), the map A/': a_!-»Cr

definedby N(v)=F(y)v is zero. Thus F=Q, because p is an arbitrary point.

Also in the case when S=Qy we obtain .F=0 in a similar fashion. This completes.

the proof of Theorem 6.
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